
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1143

Sima Hongrui!

The moment when he saw the other party, Bai Yi’s body trembled

fiercely, and fell to the ground feebly, with a deep despair on his face.

That’s it!

Completely finished!

The appearance of Sima Hongrui was like impermanence to her life,

because she knew that Situ Hongrui was the leader of a mysterious

organization in China, and since the Situ family had sent him to arrest

Lin Fan.

Then they have nowhere to escape!

Seeing the hideous smile on Situ Hongrui’s face, the Baishan couple

suddenly felt weak in their legs, and there was a deep fear in their eyes.

Intuition tells them that the comer is not good!

Sima Hongrui looked at Lin Fan unkindly, as if looking at a bug:

“Tell me, how do you want to die? Maybe I can plead with Lord Mad

God to make your death easier! ”

There is a deep ridicule and complacency in the words!

Like Lin Fan, there is no doubt that he will die!

Lin Fan frowned, and immediately sneered:

“In the beginning, I shouldn’t have let you go, right?”

Huh?

Upon hearing this, Sima Hongrui suddenly became angry and snorted:

“When death is imminent, do you dare to pretend to be garlic? Do you

really think that you are the emperor of the dark?” It is a foolish fool!

Lin Fan didn’t bother to pay attention to the other party’s ridicule, and

said lightly: “Lead the way, I want to see, what will the bloody mad god

in your mouth do with me!”

What!

Sima Hongrui’s expression was dazed, but he didn’t expect that Lin

Fan was so calm, as if he cared about it at all.

Is this guy confessing his fate?

Thinking of this, Sima Hongrui suddenly smiled gloomily, thinking that

this is the case, knowing that he is a dead end, so pretending to be chic

and defending his poor self-esteem, right?

It’s ridiculous!

But when Lin Fan was about to leave, one hand took his arm.

Lin Fan looked intently, but found that it was Bai Yi, and immediately

smiled bitterly:

“Wife, you don’t need to go, they are looking for me.” But Bai Yi

stubbornly shook his head, staring at Lin Fan with scorching eyes:

” You live, I live! You die, I die!”

“If you are going to hell this time, then I… I will accompany you to

hell!”

Lin Fan was startled at once, and then held tightly. Hold Bai Yi’s hand:

“Okay, our husband and wife, let’s go to the Dragon Lake and Tiger

Den together!”

…

Huarong Center.

The crown cover is gathered.

The top bosses of the entire Jiangnan Province are all gathered here,

with only one purpose, and that is to put pressure on Ye and Bai to

force them…

to hand over Lin Fan!

Now there are more than 70% of the big brothers, all standing behind

Huangfuzheng and Sima Longming, with sneer smiles on their faces.

It seems that it is already foreseeable that the Ye and Bai families will

be destroyed!

They want to protect an idiot who pretends to be a dark emperor, even

at the expense of the family’s many years of heritage, too stupid!

What do these two people think?

“Zheng Honglian, Ye Wuya, stop being obsessed, hand over that kid

and strive for leniency. In half an hour, Lord Mad God will arrive here.

By then, you won’t even have a chance to kneel down.”

Huangfu smiled gleefully.

Zheng Honglian’s eyebrows were erected, and she coldly scolded:

“I said that if you want to kill Lin Fan, then step over the corpses of Ye

and Bai!”

Huangfuzheng smiled sinisterly. He had expected Zheng Honglian to

say that. Dang Even sneered and said:

“You guys, you must have heard it too?” In an instant, the remaining

30% of the big brothers also turned their backs on the two families of

Ye and Bai, and went to Huangfuzheng’s side!

“You guys…”

Zheng Honglian and Ye Wuya saw this, and their expressions were

instantly ugly.

“Excuse me master of the house, I do not want to waste it buried!”

“Well! Zhenghong Lian, you lose as a white Lord every family, that I

believed a counterfeit, follow you will die!” “I pledge allegiance to God

mad adults, common crusade leaves, The two white houses!”

Those big bosses who betrayed have expressed their opinions one after

another!

Who says they are dead?

Huangfuzheng and Sima Longming both smiled grimaceously:

“Ye and Bai are now alone and helpless, how can they fight with us?

You are dead!”

Only, the words just fell off!

There was a casual ridicule, but then it sounded: “Who said they are

dead?”
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